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Voronoı̈ diagrams are used to analyze one-way coupling direct numerical simulation
data of heavy particles settling in homogeneous turbulence. Preferential concentra-
tion and clustering of the inertial particles are analyzed for an extended range of
particle Stokes and Rouse numbers. Influence of preferential concentration on the
settling velocity enhancement is addressed from statistics of particle and flow field
quantities conditioned on the local concentration. While gravity is found to have
almost no influence on the global characteristics of preferential concentration, the
conditional statistics bring out a refined preferential sampling of the flow field re-
sulting from the gravitational effects. This preferential sampling shows that beside
the descending fluid velocity contribution, the settling velocity is further increased
by the descending fluid acceleration. This effect cannot be detected from global esti-
mations of the particle concentration field. A 2D analysis of the Voronoı̈ cells is also
presented to investigate their shape and orientation. It is found that clusters can be
represented as 2D elongated manifolds. Their shape is shown to be similar in zero
and non-zero gravity fields while Voronoı̈ cells tend to be more elongated for Stokes
numbers around unity. Under the gravity effects, they tend to be preferentially ori-
ented perpendicularly to the gravitational axis. C© 2013 American Institute of Physics.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4774339]

I. INTRODUCTION

Transport of inertial particles in turbulent flows has received a growing interest in the last
decades. Because of its relevance in environmental problems (pollutant or dust dispersion in the
atmosphere, rain drop formation) and engineering processes (spray combustion in diesel engines),
the preferential concentration of particles much heavier than the surrounding flow has been the focus
of many experimental and numerical studies.6, 19, 20 Still, it is a largely open question and some of
its effects such as the increase of the particle collision rate3, 16, 18 and of the settling velocity2, 22, 25, 26

are not yet fully understood.
In this article, we address the concentration and the settling issues by making use of direct

numerical simulations (DNS) in the so-called “one-way coupling” regime where no back reaction
is exerted by the particles on the carrier fluid. As a result of their inertia, particle dynamics lags
behind the fluid’s one. This effect is characterized by the Stokes number which, in a turbulent flow,
is defined as St = τ p/τ η, the ratio between the particle viscous response time τ p and the Kolmogorov
viscous time τ η. In a quiescent fluid and under gravity, a particle settles and reaches a steady velocity
vt , referred to as its terminal velocity. In a turbulent flow, the settling velocity of heavy particles has
been observed to be larger than vt . Former numerical studies22, 24, 25 explain this settling enhancement
by the inertial bias mechanism, responsible of the migration of heavy particles to the periphery of
turbulent vortical structures in zero-gravity conditions and which, under gravity effects, preferentially
sample the side of descending fluid motions of such structures. Experimental results are scarce due
to the difficulties encountered in obtaining an accurate measure of the particle vertical velocity.

1070-6631/2013/25(1)/013301/16/$30.00 C©2013 American Institute of Physics25, 013301-1
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Nevertheless, Aliseda et al.2 have evidenced that mass loading effects and local concentration do
influence the settling velocity enhancement. These concentration effects have not been much studied
so far, neither the influence of gravity on the preferential concentration. The present study aims
to contribute to bridging this gap. For this purpose, we propose to apply the Voronoı̈ diagrams
analysis13, 14, 21 to data obtained from DNS of heavy particles settling in statistically stationary
homogeneous and isotropic turbulence. Different particle inertia and gravity fields are considered in
order to cover a range of Stokes and Rouse number as large as possible, the Rouse number being
defined as R = |vt/u′|, where u′ denotes the root mean square of the fluctuating turbulent velocity.
Note that the one-way coupling approach chosen here only allows to address local concentration
effects. To undertake mass loading effects a two-way coupling approach is required, this will be
considered in a next study.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we present the numerical simulation methodology
and parameters (Sec. II A) and the post-processing principles, including the basics of the Voronoı̈
analysis (Sec. II B). Our results are given in Sec. III where we successively address the influence of
gravity on preferential concentration (Sec. III A) and the influence of local concentration and gravity
on the settling velocity enhancement (Sec. III B). Section III C presents some relevant conditional
statistics of the fluid phase fields in order to get more insight in the results given in the preceding
sections. We finally discuss these results and draw conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND POST-PROCESSING

A. Numerical simulations

The homogeneous and isotropic turbulence is described in the Eulerian frame by the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations

∂ui

∂t
+ u j

∂ui

∂x j
= − 1

ρ

∂p

∂xi
+ ν

∂2ui

∂x j∂x j
+ fi , (1)

∂ui

∂xi
= 0, (2)

where i = 1, 2, 3 refers to the three cartesian directions (gravity is along the third one denoted
z in the following), xi is the spatial coordinates, ui is the fluid velocity, ρ is the density, p is the
pressure, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The statistically steady turbulence is achieved through
the external energy source term, fi, that injects energy at low wavenumbers such that turbulence
energy dissipation is balanced. The particles, with density ρp much larger than the fluid density ρ,
are described in the Lagrangian frame by a simplified version of the equation of motion of Maxey,
Riley, and Gatignol:7, 10

dvi

dt
= (ux pi

− vi )

τp
+ vti

τp
, (3)

where vi is the particle velocity, ux pi
is the instantaneous fluid velocity at the particle location x pi

and mp the particle mass. The response time of the particles, τ p, is given by τ p = d2ρp/(18νρ) with
d the particle diameter; vti is the terminal velocity in the still fluid given by vti = τpgi (1 − ρ/ρp)
where gi is the gravitational acceleration component. Following, we will denote the settling velocity
as vt . By defining �x , �y, and �z as the unit vectors along each direction, the gravity vector is given by
−|g|�z where the magnitude of the acceleration |g| is adjusted accordingly to vt and τ p.

The Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a cubic fluid box of side length Lbox = 2π ,
discretized into N3 computational nodes, with periodic boundary conditions. In the three spatial
directions of the computational domain a pseudo-spectral algorithm with a de-aliasing truncation
technique (referred to as the “2/3 rule”) is used with a second-order Runge-Kutta time-stepping for
the nonlinear terms and an analytic integrating factor for the viscous terms. The forcing is realized
by distributing the power input fi over a narrow band of wavenumbers k that satisfy kp − 1 ≤ k ≤ kp

+ 1, where kp defines the peak forcing mode (see Refs. 9 and 17 for further computational details).
The main numerical and flow parameters are provided in Table I. The value of the microscale
Reynolds number Rλ = 40 is moderate but was shown to be large enough to properly simulate
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TABLE I. Numerical and flow parameters. Microscale Reynolds number Rλ, number of computational nodes N3, viscosity
ν, box side length Lbox, integral length scale L given by π

2u′2
∫ E(k)

k dk (where u′ is the fluctuating velocity defined by

u′2 = 2
3

∫
E(k)dk with E(k) the energy spectrum), large-eddy turn-over time T given by L

u′ , Kolmogorov length and time

scales η and tη , maximum wavenumber kmax = √
2N/3 and forcing mode kp.

Rλ N3 ν L/Lbox L/η T/tη kmaxη kp

40 643 0.0178 0.211 31.56 15.85 1.32 3

the turbulent flow required for the present study (see Refs. 22 and 26). This allows to encompass
a full set of relevant parameters (particle sample, Stokes and Rouse numbers, see below) while
maintaining reasonable computational CPU times.

A fourth-order Lagrangian polynomial interpolation is used to evaluate the fluid velocity at the
particle position required for the computation of the drag force exerted by the fluid on the particle.
The particles are homogeneously introduced in the fluid once the turbulence shows a statistically
stationary state and the statistics of the particle fields are initiated after several integral time scales
(∼20T) after their injection. The different values of the gravity field considered in this study are
chosen by selecting four values of the Rouse number, R = 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1. Four values of the
Stokes number are also considered: 0.36, 1, 2, and 6. This leads to 16 points in the parameter space.
For each case Np = 3.2 × 105 particles are tracked.

B. Post-processing

This paper focuses on the possible correlation between preferential concentration and settling
velocity enhancement. A good knowledge of the particle concentration field at the particle locations
is thus required. To achieve this, we make use of Voronoı̈ diagrams. For Np particles evolving in
a ND space, these are uniquely defined as the ensemble of the Np polyhedrons associated to each
particle and defined as the subset of the ND space that is closer to this particle than to any other.
From their definition, the Voronoı̈ volumes are exactly the inverse of the local concentration field
calculated at an intrinsic resolution (see Ref. 14 for further details on the relevance of the Voronoı̈
diagrams in this context).

For the 16 cases considered here, we isolate 20 snapshots regularly covering 8 integral time
scales. Practical calculations are performed using MATLAB algorithm. In order to get rid of the
infinite and non-physical volumes arising at the periphery of the computational cube, we make use
of the data periodicity. Consequently, we achieve relevant calculation of the Np = 3.2 × 105 Voronoı̈
volumes associated to the 20 realizations of the particle field.

The average of the Voronoı̈ volumes being trivially equal to (2π )3/Np, the Voronoı̈ volumes are
normalized to achieve unit mean and are denoted by V . By making use of the statistical stationarity
of our flow, we gather the 20 snapshots to achieve larger particle samples. We thus define the overall
average operator denoted by an over-bar, ·, which actually represents a time space average, and the
related standard deviation, σ · .

Following Monchaux et al.,13 clusters of particles are identified as connected components
of Voronoı̈ volumes whose individual volume is below a given threshold. This threshold is simply
defined as the intersection of the preferentially concentrated particle PDF of V and the corresponding
PDF obtained from a uniform random distribution of particles.

The fourth-order Lagrangian polynomial interpolation scheme evoked in Sec. II A is also used
to evaluate several fields associated with the fluid phase at the particle location (acceleration, Okubo-
Weiss parameter, strain tensor, vorticity...). Using the local concentration, C, measured as the inverse
of the normalized Voronoı̈ volume, we present results conditioned on the local concentration. By
reference to the average concentration, C0 = Np/(2π )3, we define the following six ranges of relative
concentration: 0 ≤ C/C0 ≤ 0.3, 0.3 ≤ C/C0 ≤ 0.6, 0.6 ≤ C/C0 ≤ 1, 1 ≤ C/C0 ≤ 2, 2 ≤ C/C0 ≤ 4,
and 4 ≤ C/C0. We have checked that modifying slightly the values of the upper and lower limits
of these bins does not affect the quantitative results.1 The values of C/C0 appearing in the various
figures corresponds to actual average values of C/C0 calculated within these bins for each case. We
define the average of any quantity X performed over time and particle samples as X .
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FIG. 1. PDF of normalized Voronoı̈ volume V; Centered and normalized PDF of the logarithm of normalized Voronoı̈
volumes, black dashed line represents a Gaussian distribution. Each figure gathers all Rouse and Stokes number values
considered in the simulations. Dark blue: St = 0.36, light blue: St = 1, green: St = 2, and dark orange: St = 6.

Beside the 3D Voronoı̈ analysis described above, we have also performed a 2D Voronoı̈ analysis
with the aim of studying the orientation of the Voronoı̈ cells. For this, 5 slices of size 2π × 2π

× 4η regularly spaced along the gravity direction (�z) and 5 other similar slices regularly spaced
along one of the direction perpendicular to gravity (�x) were extracted from the data. A total of 100
2D slices were used for the statistics. In Ref. 12, such 2D projections were shown to be relevant and
to not introduce qualitative nor quantitative biases on the obtained results. Each Voronoı̈ cell being
defined by its vertices, we have evaluated the associated moments (λ1,λ2) and axis ( �e1, �e2) of inertia
in the considered plane. The ratio λ1/λ2 characterizes the cell aspect ratio which value is between
0 and 1. Note that λ1 will denote the smallest eigenvalue of the inertia tensor so that a value of
λ1/λ2 different from 1 means that the cell will be elongated along the associated inertia axis �e1. The
preferential orientation of the 2D Voronoı̈ cells is analysed by evaluating the angle between �e1 and
the unit vectors of the reference simulation box of the considered plane.

III. RESULTS

A. Preferential concentration and clustering

Figure 1 presents the PDFs of the normalized Voronoı̈ volumes, V , and of its logarithm for
the full set of simulation data. Regarding the linear PDFs, it is worth noticing that the right tail is
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FIG. 2. Particle trapped fraction given as a function of the local concentration. (Top) Fixed gravity such that vt = vη

(R = 0.25) for the four values of the Stokes number. (Bottom) Four values of the Rouse number (©: R = 0, �:
R = 0.25, �: R = 0.5, 	: R = 1) and two values of the Stokes number (St = 0.36: thick line and St = 2: dashed line).

much less sensitive to changes in Stokes number and/or gravitation strength than the left tail. For
any set of the data analysed, the centered-reduced PDFs of log(V) are close to Gaussian in the range
±2σ , indicating log-normal distributions of the Voronoı̈ volumes. These PDFs can thus be studied
solely from their standard deviation. These results corroborate what has already been observed for
experimental data by Monchaux et al.13 and more recently for DNS data by Meneguz and Reeks.11

Note, however, that a Gamma distribution was found for the PDF shapes by Tagawa et al.21 for
similar DNS data. Private discussions with the latter authors were not sufficient to understand so far
this discrepancy.

In Fig. 3 (top) the standard deviation of the Voronoı̈ volumes σV is plotted as a function of the
Stokes number for all the values of Rouse number considered (note that the error bars associated
with the statistical dispersion obtained between 10 subsamples of the original data set are smaller
than the symbols in most of the cases). Whatever the value of R, the standard deviation is maximal
for St = 2 consistently with all similar previous studies. Interestingly, the two curves corresponding
to the intermediate values of the Rouse number (R = 0.25 and R = 0.5) are almost superimposed
while the two others are clearly different even if gravity has clearly less influence on preferential
concentration than the Stokes number.

The fraction of particles trapped in a region of a given concentration C/C0 is displayed in Fig. 2.
This ratio actually represents the integral of the PDFs displayed in Fig. 1. For St = 1 and 2 the
fraction of trapped particles monotonically grows with C/C0 and the very high concentration regions
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FIG. 3. (Top) Standard deviation of the Voronoı̈ volumes given as a function of the Stokes number for the four values of
Rouse number. For a uniform random distribution of particles, this deviation standard is around 0.44. (Bottom) PDF of
clusters volumes given for the full values of Rouse and Stokes numbers.

count up to 40% of the particle sample. The high concentration regions are much more depleted for
St = 0.36 and 6 (
 20%), a maximum number of particles (
 30%) being found at intermediate
concentration regions with C/C0 
 2. The ratio of trapped particles is barely influenced by gravity.

The cluster identification method recalled in Sec. II B is applied to extract the distribution of the
cluster volumes given in Fig. 3 (bottom). In agreement with the results obtained for 2D experimental
data by Monchaux et al.,13 the cluster sizes cover a large range of scales up to the integral scale and
their distributions have algebraic right tails with exponent −2 regardless of the Stokes number and
of the Rouse number. However, our simulation data exhibit a peak located toward the small scales
that was absent in their PDFs. This discrepancy may be partly explained by the fact that their loading
was such that the average distance between particles was of order 8η while it is four times smaller
in the present simulations. This peak can be interpreted as a maximum of preferential concentration
occurring at flow scales of order 6η. It is interesting to notice that, by making use of the box counting
method and of the radial distribution function respectively, Aliseda et al.2 and Wood et al.23 reported
a maximal preferential concentration at flow scales of order 10η consistently with our results.

To further analyse the role of gravity in the preferential concentration we show in Fig. 4 results
collected for the 2D slices performed in planes perpendicular to gravity (dashed-dotted lines) and in
planes along gravity (full lines). Figure 4(a) shows σV as a function of St for the four Rouse numbers.
It appears that preferential concentration is slightly more important in planes along gravity. Even
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FIG. 4. Voronoı̈ analysis on 2D slices. Standard deviation of the Voronoı̈ areas as a function of St at fixed R (a). PDFs of cell
aspect ratio for St = 2 for each R (b) and for R = 0.5 for each St (c). PDFs of the angle between the Voronoı̈ cells’ principal
axis of inertia �e1 and the gravity direction �z for each (St,R) values (d). When relevant, full line correspond to slices in planes
containing gravity and dashed-dotted lines to planes perpendicular to gravity.

if the increase is less than 3% (magnitude of the error bar), this effect is noticeable and evidences
a slight anisotropy in the particle concentration field in presence of gravity, in particular for the
largest value R = 1. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) present the 2D Voronoı̈ cells aspect ratio PDFs at fixed
R and St. These PDFs do not depend at all on the plane orientation (full line and dashed-dotted line
PDFs are almost superimposed). Consistently, it appears that gravity intensity does not influence
much these PDFs shape while very elongated cells are more and more likely to be observed when
St gets closer to unity. PDFs of the angle between the principal axis of inertia of the 2D Voronoı̈
cells (or equivalently their elongated direction) and the gravity direction are shown in Fig. 4(d). As
R increases, these PDFs tend to be more and more bent with a most probable value approaching
±π /2, evidencing a tendency of the elongated cells to be perpendicularly oriented to gravity. For
vanishing gravity and in planes containing gravity (not shown here) the PDFs are flat, meaning that
no preferential orientation is found in these cases. Note that the effect of Rouse and Stokes numbers
shown on the PDFs presented in Figure 4 was tracked in 3D data by performing a similar analysis.
Effects were much less pronounced and not conclusive, maybe for statistical sample size problems.

B. Settling velocity

Figure 5 displays the PDFs of the particle centered vertical velocity vz . PDFs were calculated
for our three control parameters, namely, the Rouse number, the Stokes number, and the local
concentration. They are plotted with two of these parameters fixed, the third being varied. We do
not display all the possible combinations but rather a significant selection illustrating the main
results. All PDFs are well described by Gaussian distributions. Gravity and local concentration have
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FIG. 5. PDF of the centered vertical velocity vz when varying the three control parameters independently (Stokes number,
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 2. (Middle) Local concentration is
varying, St = 1, R = 0.25. (Bottom) Stokes number is varying, R = 0.25, C/C0 
 2.
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FIG. 6. (a)–(c) Conditional average of the settling velocity rate normalised by the turbulence intensity given as a function
of the local concentration C/C0; (d) Mean settling velocity rate given as a function of the Rouse number. Open squares
corresponds to data from Yang and Lei24 for Rλ = 35.7, St = 1.

negligible influence. Their standard deviation clearly diminishes when the Stokes number increases,
a feature which is in agreement with a less intermittent behavior as the particle inertia becomes
larger. Figure 5 also shows that the PDFs are slightly skewed to the left-hand side, reflecting the
higher probability of the particle to settle faster than their mean descending velocity. This behavior
is further analysed in Sec. III C.

The settling velocity rate, vz − vt , normalized by u′ is given as a function of the local con-
centration on Figs. 6(a)–6(c) for the four values of the Stokes number and of the Rouse number.
A net increase of the settling velocity is found for all Stokes and Rouse numbers except when
particle inertia and/or gravity become large (St = 6 and R = 1). At the very high local concentrations
(C/C0 
 6–7) the settling rate reaches a maximum of 0.15u′ − 0.2u′. Figure 2 indicates that this
maximum involves a large amount of the particle sample, about 40% for St = 1 and 2 and up to 20%
for St = 0.36 and 6. If we consider the mean settling rate as a function of the Stokes number and
Rouse number (see Fig. 6(d)), we recover numerical and experimental results previously reported in
the literature:22, 24, 26 a maximum enhancement of the settling velocity of order 0.1u′ and occurring
for Stokes numbers around unity and intermediate Rouse numbers (R 
 0.25–0.5). We have added
data from Yang and Lei24 obtained at Rλ = 35.7 and St = 1 as an illustration. Note that for R = 0,
a nonvanishing settling velocity is measured that corresponds to statistical noise of order 0.03. This
value can be considered as an error bar for the points obtained at non-zero R values.

C. Fluid statistics

The PDFs of the fluid acceleration, fluid velocity, and slip velocity at the particle position were
calculated but are not shown. For each quantity, once center-reduced, the PDFs associated with
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FIG. 7. Average values of vertical fluid acceleration (top), fluid velocity (middle), and slip velocity (bottom) at particle
positions versus the Rouse number for iso values of the Stokes number.

the various flow parameters (Stokes number, Rouse number, and local concentration) were found
to all collapse and can thus be fully described from their mean and standard deviation. The fluid
acceleration displayed heavy tails that can be fitted with the now classical model due to Mordant
et al.15 Gaussian distributions were obtained for the fluid velocity and the slip velocity PDFs were
found roughly Gaussian with a little cusp at the origin.
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FIG. 8. Conditional average of 
vz at the particles locations given as a function of the local concentration for the four values
of the Stokes numbers and for R = 0.5. The dashed line represents the value of terminal velocity vt .

The mean values of the vertical fluid acceleration, az , and vertical fluid velocity, uz , evaluated
at the particle position are, respectively, presented in Figs. 7 (top) and 7 (middle) for the different
Stokes and Rouse numbers considered. They show that, when gravity is turned on, particles tend to
preferentially accumulate in regions of fluid acceleration and fluid velocity that are aligned with the
gravity direction. This tendency is stronger for St 
 1–2 and for R 
 0.25–0.5. The accumulation
of particles in regions of descending flow velocity was previously reported by Wang and Maxey22

and is referred to as the preferential sweeping. This preferential sweeping is well illustrated by
considering both uz and the average slip velocity, 
vz = vz − uz , given in Figs. 7 (middle) and 7
(bottom) as a function of R. Both figures clearly show that the mean increase of the settling velocity
comes from the local mean contribution of the fluid velocity since the average slip velocity exactly
matches vt (this matching being a direct result from the linear model used to describe the drag
force in Eq. (3)). However, if we consider now the mean of 
vz conditionally sampled at various
local concentrations (see Fig. 8), it can be shown that particles settle faster than vt + uz in the
high concentration regions. This additional increase of the slip velocity results from the preferential
concentration of particles along the downward fluid acceleration observed in Fig. 7 (top). Not shown
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FIG. 9. Mean settling velocity rate given as a function of the mean fluid descending acceleration at particle positions.
Symbols are � for St = 0.36, © for St = 1, � for St = 2, and 	 for St = 6.
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FIG. 10. Fraction of particles trapped in flow region with positive Okubo-Weiss parameter given as a function of the Rouse
number (top) and of the Stokes number (bottom).

here but worth mentioning is that the fluid acceleration az was found almost constant with the local
concentration C/C0 and to be mainly sensitive to the particle inertia and gravity as displayed in Fig. 7
(top). The preferential sampling of descending acceleration regions may act dynamically along the
particle history and thus result in a global contribution to the settling enhancement which is not
related to local (in time and space) concentration effects. This global contribution is well illustrated
by Fig. 9 where we have represented the average settling velocity enhancement as a function of the
fluid average descending acceleration given at the particle positions for the various Stokes numbers
and at fixed R. The correlation between these two quantities is particularly important for R = 0.25
and R = 0.5. Note that this downward acceleration effect can explain the slight skewness of the
vertical particle velocity PDFs previously observed in Fig. 5 (bottom), see Sec. III B.

Figure 10 presents the percentage of particles located in fluid regions characterized by
a positive value of the Okubo-Weiss parameter, Q, defined as Q = 1

2�i j�i j − 1
2 Si j Si j , where

Si j = 1
2 (∂ui/∂x j + ∂u j/∂xi ) is the rate of strain tensor and �i j = 1

2 (∂ui/∂x j − ∂u j/∂xi ) is the
vorticity tensor, as a function of the Rouse number and of the Stokes number. It is interesting to
observe that while more and more particles move from high-strain to high-vorticity fluid regions
under increasing gravity effects, the minimum of the particle fraction, obtained for St = 1, remains
present for a Rouse number as large as R = 0.5. This suggests that the centrifuging of heavy particles
away from high-vorticity regions dominates gravity when R ≤ 0.5 while for R 
 1 centrifugal effects
are less effective and overwhelmed by gravity. Nonetheless, Fig. 7 (middle) indicates that for R = 1
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FIG. 11. Standard deviation of Voronoı̈ volumes given as a function of the average vertical acceleration (top) and of the
Okubo-Weiss parameter (bottom).

the average fluid velocity in regions of high particle concentration is well below zero (for St = 0.36,
1, and 2), meaning that the preferentially sweeping mechanism is still efficient at this relative large
value of gravity.

When gravity is turned on, the standard deviation of the Voronoı̈ volumes exhibits a strong
correlation with the vertical fluid acceleration in Fig. 11 (top): the larger is the descending acceleration
and the larger σV . On the other hand, no clear correlation between σV and the parameter Q is observed
in Fig. 11 (bottom). This infers the important role played by the fluid acceleration on the preferential
concentration emphasized by Coleman and Vassilicos.4 In zero-gravity field, these authors found
that concentration of heavy particles coincides with flow zones of zero-acceleration. They explained
this by introducing the sweep-stick mechanism that involves the sweeping of turbulent small eddies
by larger ones and causes the multiscale clustering of the spatial distribution of the particles. The
correlation between σV and az suggests that the stick part of this mechanism can be questionable
under gravity effects.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Voronoı̈ analysis given in Sec. III A, shows that the preferential concentration is mainly
determined by the inertia of the particles and slightly altered by the gravity. As R increases, the
distribution of the particles tends to be somewhat more homogeneous, however this effect is still
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small for the Rouse number R = 1, the largest value considered here. These findings agree well with
Monchaux et al.13 who found similar results from the Voronoı̈ analysis applied to experimental data
that cover a range of Stokes numbers 0.2 ≤ St ≤ 6, of Rouse numbers 0.4 ≤ R ≤ 2 and of Reynolds
numbers 72 ≤ Rλ ≤ 114. Thus, the physical mechanisms leading to preferential concentration of
heavy particles appear to be robust under gravity effects even if the analysed global and local fluid
and particle statistics have demonstrated that the preferential sampling is significantly altered by
gravity. It is worth noticing that beside the centrifugal effects, other physical mechanisms give rise
to highly nonuniform particle concentration: it is indeed possible to measure the same level of
preferential concentration from a global quantity such as σV in different particulate-flow conditions
for which the origin and/or the nature of the preferential concentration may differ from one flow to
another. In this respect, the conditional statistics allow a more precise identification of the relevant
mechanisms underlying particle clustering. Gravity may thus be expected to mostly influence the
cluster shape and orientation and consequently the spatial structure of the clusters. The 2D Voronoı̈
analysis presented in Fig. 4 shows that the Voronoı̈ cells’ shape is mostly governed by the Stokes
number rather than by gravity. However, the particles tend to preferentially concentrate along the
gravity direction. In addition, if the cell aspect ratio is found similar in zero and non-zero gravity
fields, the cells tend to be perpendicularly oriented to gravity. It is observed that, in 3D, clusters are
actually elongated 2D manifolds. The present results show that these 2D manifolds (i) have the same
structure regardless of the gravity intensity, (ii) are the most elongated for Stokes number around
unity, and (iii) have a structure such that particles are closer to each others along the gravity direction.
A study on the global structure of these manifolds-clusters would be very valuable, nevertheless,
due to the difficulty of taking into account the periodicity of our data in the cluster identification
process, we are not able to address this issue yet, but we consider it as an important challenge for
the coming work. Note that our range of fluid and particle parameters makes that the particle Froude
number, defined as Fr = τpv

2
t /(u′2T ) when based on the large scale flow (see Dávila and Hunt5),

does not exceed 0.37 (for R = 1 and St = 6). This means that the interaction between the fluid and
particle inertial forces remains strong compared to the gravity force and in turn may partly explain
the small effect of gravity reported here. However, increasing the Froude number implies to consider
higher values of the Stokes number or of gravity, which is not suitable as the forcing method used in
the simulations to maintain the turbulence stationary or the use of the periodic boundary conditions
may alter the DNS results when τ p becomes close to the large-eddy turn over time T and/or when R
is well above unity.

The distribution of the cluster volumes displayed in Fig. 3 (bottom) corroborates the multiscale
nature of clustering previously pointed out in Refs. 4, 8, and 13. As noticed by Coleman and
Vassilicos,4 at low Reynolds number, as the one considered herein, the centrifuging effects should
be predominant in the clustering of particles while at a higher Reynolds number the effect of large
coherent eddies should also be of importance on the particle segregation. This may partly explain the
peak observed in Fig. 3 (bottom). Indeed, the position of this peak suggests that most of preferential
concentration occurs at the dissipative flow scales where centrifuging effects are optimum. So, beside
the difference between the particle loading used in the experiments and the present simulations (see
Sec. III A), the absence of this peak in Monchaux et al.13 may be related to their higher Reynolds
number flow. The Reynolds number dependence of the centrifuging and sweep-stick mechanisms
on particle concentration would require a further study to be more conclusive.

The statistics provided on the fluid quantities reveal that centrifugal effects prevail gravity up
to Rouse number R 
 0.5 and are small for R 
 1. Still, the non-homogeneities of the particle
concentration remain important independently of the gravity field and a strong correlation between
σV and the vertical fluid acceleration is observed (see Fig. 11). The fluid acceleration appears thus
to effectively influence particle concentration under gravity effects in the low Reynolds number
turbulent flow examined in the present simulations.

The average of the particle settling velocity conditioned on the local concentration shows that
the settling velocity monotonically increases with the local concentration and is larger than its mean
value in the high concentration regions of the flow. Note that, in a one-way coupling approach, this
increase only results from the preferential sweeping that influences the trajectory of a large number
of the sample particles (up to 40% in the most favourable case, see Fig. 2) and not from concentration
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effects that may alter the flow locally when a two-way coupling approach is used. As observed in
Fig. 7, heavy particles tend to accumulate in regions of descending velocity and of descending
acceleration. Thus, in addition to the fluid velocity contribution, the present analysis shows a further
increase of the settling velocity by the fluid acceleration along the gravity direction. By taking into
account the maximal contribution of both descending fluid velocity and fluid acceleration to the
settling velocity enhancement, we found that the preferential sampling is optimum for St 
 1–2 and
for R 
 0.25–0.5.

Straightforward comparison of our results (Fig. 6) to those obtained experimentally by Aliseda
et al. (see Figure 24 in Ref. 2) raises several comments. They found a linear increase of the
settling velocity with the local concentration while the increase reported here is less than linear.
This difference can be explained by the collective effects, i.e., the local double interaction between
the flow and the particle clusters (not included herein), as suggested in their article. Note as well
that, depending on the experimental conditions they considered, the settling rate velocity becomes
positive for values of C/C0 around 2.5–4 in contrast to C/Co ∼ 1 in our study. This latter value
seems, however, more natural since the settling velocity enhancement results from the preferential
concentration. Discussions with the authors evidenced that some biases on the actual measured value
of the vertical velocity may remain. Their data could consequently be shifted, which may in turn
partly explain the discrepancies between our results and theirs.

Finally, we want to outline that this work constitutes a first step in analyzing numerical data of
heavy particles settling in a turbulent flow by making use of the Voronoı̈ diagrams with the purpose
of better understanding the mechanisms underlying the settling velocity enhancement. In a second
step, we aim at going further on this topic by considering two-way coupling simulations that include
mass loading effects.
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